Address: 88 Revolutsii Highway, lit. F, 195279, Saint Petersburg.

Trading and Manufacturing Company - Garveks LLC
1. Developing and manufacturing microelectronic circuitry
2. Manufacturing automated fuel dispensing units
3. Manufacturing mobile fuel supply modules (mini filling stations) and container filling stations
4. Installing and commissioning equipment for filling stations
5. Maintaining mini filling stations and container filling stations
6. Supplying fuel equipment from leading manufacturers

Tel: +7(812) 939-17-09, E-mail: Info@garveks.ru, Website: garveks.ru.

Electronic Systems for Automating Fuel Issuance:
"Garveks KVT 2014" Controller:

This controller is designed to automate the issuance of fuel to recipients
in garages, parking lots, construction sites, bus depots, and commercial
farm units.
It has multiple interfaces to exchange information with a PC user: USB,
LAN, and GSM.
It can control any fuel dispensing unit that exists in the world.

KV-115 Motor Pump Startup Controller:
This controller is designed to start motor pumps, motors, and
various electrical appliances through magnetic cards.
Maximum users: 10 people.

Issuance of an Accounting System for the Fuel and Lubrication Material "Garveks
KVT-2014":
The "Garveks KW-2014" system is a hardware and software set that consists of the "Garveks Station Reporter”
PC application and "Garveks KVT 2014” controller designed to solve tasks related to the automation of the oil
product issue.

- "Garveks Station Reporter" Software Application: It
is a tool intended to work with data from filling
stations received from the KVT-2014 controller.

- "Garveks KVT 2014" Controller:
It is an automated system aimed at controlling the fuel dispensing
process without the participation of an operator. It can store data from
completed operations in its own non-volatile memory, up to 8191
operations simultaneously.
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“Garveks” Automated Fuel Dispensing Units:
"Garveks 70KN" Self-Service Column:
This column is designed to dispense diesel fuel at in-house filling stations. It is equipped with
an electronic fuel accounting system that identifies recipients through electronic chips with
the possibility to limit issued doses assigned by the column administrator to each consumer
in advance (by setting fuel dispensing limits) when issuing fuel into the fuel tanks of vehicles,
as well as consumer containers.

"Garveks 80KS" Self-Service Column:
This column is designed to dispense diesel fuel, automatically keeps records of
fuel issued to consumers, and automatically recognizes each recipient. The
column is equipped with an option to transfer data to the user's PC via: Flash
drive, LAN adapter, and GSM modem for further analysis and data processing
concerning filling stations: report preparation. It is possible to set limits for each
specific fuel consumer. Users are recognized through magnetic cards (key fobs)
or personalized ID numbers and passwords. The filtration system is available.

Mini Filling Stations (Mobile Fuel Supply Modules):
Mobile Fuel Supply Modules (Mini Filling Stations):
Mobile fuel modules are intended for storing and automatically
dispensing fuel to consumers into vehicle fuel tanks. The module
is equipped with all equipment required for autonomous
operation: motor pump, meter, automatic pistol, and electronic
systems aimed at keeping record on the oil products arrival and
dispersal.

Container Filling Stations:
Container filling stations are intended for storing and dispensing
fuel into the fuel tanks of vehicles or consumer containers.
Container filling stations can be used both for commercial
purposes, for selling fuel and for in-house needs. Fully
automated and certified.

